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2016 Spatial Sciences’ student award recipients and industry sponsors
Prizes and Awards

**AAM Survey Prize** - awarded for outstanding work to the student community. Shane Leknys

**C R Kennedy & Co Pty Ltd “Surveying” Prize** - awarded to the best first year student in the Bachelor of Surveying program. Sin Lam Lei

**Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (WA Region)** - Spatial Information and Cartography Commission Award for Excellence, awarded to the best first year student in the Bachelor of Science (Geographic Information Science) program. Sophia Pellicioli

**RICS (WA Division)** - awarded to the best second year student in the Bachelor of Surveying program. Robert Kither

**C W A Lewis Memorial Award** - donated by the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (WA Region) – Spatial Information and Cartography Commission Prize - awarded to the best second year student in the Bachelor of Science (Geographic Information Science) program. Liam Robinson

**The Whelans Surveying Student Award** - awarded to the best third year student in the Bachelor of Surveying program. Lewis Walsh

**Adam Technology Pty Ltd Prize** - awarded to the best student in the area of photogrammetry. Lewis Walsh

**C R Kennedy & Co Pty Ltd “Mine and Engineering Surveying” Prize** - awarded to the best student obtaining the highest aggregated marks in mathematics in the Mine and Engineering Surveying program. Alexander Pollard

**Cottage & Engineering Survey Pty Ltd Prize** - awarded to the best student in the subjects of geodesy and global positioning systems. Bjorn Skoog

**Whelans Spatial Information Services Prize** - awarded to the best student in the field of cartography and mapping. Cheng Zheng

**Spatial Industries Business Association (SIBA) Ron Holland Memorial Prize** - donated by SIBA (Western Australia Division) - awarded to the best student in the Cadastral Option. Bradley South

**Fugro Survey Pty Ltd Mine Surveying Prize** - awarded to the mining surveying student who obtains the highest aggregated marks in the subjects of plane and construction surveying, and survey computations. Jhobie Verdejo
The Tony Pivac Prize - donated by the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (WA Region) - Engineering and Mine Surveying Commission to the best student in the subjects of engineering surveying and mine surveying. Lewis Walsh

TechnologyOne - awarded to the student submitting the best final year project or honours dissertation in the Bachelor of Science (Geographic Information Science) program. Joshua Coniglio

Hexagon Geospatial Prize - awarded to the student submitting the best final year project or honours dissertation in the field of remote sensing. John Long

The Christopher Worth Memorial Prize - awarded to the student submitting the best spatial sciences project in the fields of geological, geophysical or environmental earth sciences. Todd Lyon

LandSurveys “Surveying Prize” - awarded to the student submitting the best final year project or honours dissertation in the Bachelor of Surveying program. Todd Lyon

Survey Results “Mine Surveying Prize” - awarded to the student submitting the best final year project in the Mine and Engineering Surveying program. Codie Lehmann

ESRI Australia Prize - awarded to the best graduating student in the field of geographic information science and programming. Jeffrey Ball

The John Cavill Memorial Prize - donated by the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (WA Region) - Land Surveying Commission and awarded to the best graduating student in the area of applied field surveying. James Delamotte

The John Forrest Prize - donated by the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (WA Region) Land Surveying Commission and awarded to the dux of the Bachelor of Surveying program. Todd Lyon

The Lawry White Medallion - awarded to the dux of the Bachelor of Surveying program. Todd Lyon

The N S Bartlett Memorial Award - donated by the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (WA Region) Spatial Information and Cartography Commission Prize and awarded to the dux of the Bachelor of Science (Geographic Information Science) program. Jeffrey Ball

The John Balodis Medallion (donated by Alan & Louise Flavelle) - awarded to the dux of the Bachelor of Science (Geographic Information Science) program. Jeffrey Ball
**The Surveying and Spatial Science Institute (WA Region) Engineering and Mine Surveying Commission prize** - awarded to the dux of the Bachelor of Science (Mine and Engineering Surveying) program. Bruce (Yi) Li

**The Department of Spatial Sciences prize** - awarded to the best student in the Graduate Certificate in Geographic Information Science program. Karen Jolly

**Head of Department Student Citation Award** - awarded to a student who has made a significant difference or undertaken outstanding work for the Spatial student community. Stuart Gralton and Robert Kither

**NGIS Award for Excellence** - awarded to the best student in the Graduate Diploma in Geographic Information Science program. Heath Dalla-Costa

**The D B Johnston Award** for Excellence in postgraduate studies in the spatial sciences area, donated by Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute (WA Region) Spatial Information and Cartography Commission - awarded to the best overall postgraduate student. Dr Amir khodobandeh

**The Department of Spatial Sciences prize** - awarded to the best student in the Master of Science (Geospatial Science) program. Joshua Nesbitt

**The WASMA Spatial Sciences Department Academic Medal 2016** - awarded to the student with the highest academic performance from the Department of Spatial Sciences within WASM. Jeffrey Ball

**2016 Scholarships**

**The McMullen Nolan Group Pty Ltd Surveying Bursary 2016** - awarded to the outstanding full time third year student in the Bachelor of Surveying program who has a special interest in an area of digital mapping or cadastral surveying. Matt Jilley

**Landgate Student Bursary 2016** - the Landgate Bursary is awarded to provide an innovative student the opportunity to combine study with practical work experience related to the spatial sciences discipline. Kaitlyn Dyer

**The Australian Institute of Mine Surveyors Scholarship - AIMS 2016** has been developed by the Australian Institute of Mine Surveyors in conjunction with Curtin University to encourage and support students who have chosen to study a Bachelor of Science (Mine and Engineering Surveying) at Curtin University and who has demonstrated academic merit and wish to pursue a career in mine and engineering surveying. Jhobie Verdejo

**The Reg Dowson Mine Surveying Scholarship 2016** - awarded to support a student who studies a Bachelor of Science (Mine and Engineering Surveying) at
the Kalgoorlie campus and has demonstrated high academic merit in the mining and engineering fields of study. **Cody Snabel-Matthews**

**The Department of Spatial Sciences Honours Scholarships 2016** - awarded to assist students undertake and maintain academic progress in a designated Spatial Sciences Honours program. **Lewis Walsh, Anthony Saraco and Treesan Perera**

---

“The White Family”

The staff and students of the Department of Spatial Sciences at Curtin University gratefully acknowledge the collaboration and support of partners, major sponsors and awards sponsors.